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FS-1247-74
31 July 1974

MEMDRAHDOM POR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: X. Irving Davidson

1. At 1000 hours on 31 July 1974, in compliance with instructions 
froa Mr. Halpern, X sat with Sial Ainsley, Chief, Covert Procuremant/OL, 
relative to ths Davidson natter. Ainsley read the Hashington PO nano 
regarding ths subject and then called Billy K>rgan and asked him to 
join us. Morgan as Chief, Operations Support Branch, Supply Division/OL, 
has the direct responsibility of funding for, receiving, and storing 
items of the type that Davidson is seeking to peddle. After Morgan 
read the Washington nsao, a long discussion ensued froa which the 
following points emerged:

a. Per instructions froa Mr. Colby, ths CIA is 
currently engaged in a dialogue with the DoD to 
deternine the outual responsibilities of the CIA and 
the DoD in future paramilitary operations. One of the 
nost inportant aspects of this natter is logistical 
support. Although thia has not yet been settled, the 
assumption is that ths CIA will continue to bear ths 
najor responsibility for procuring Soviet, Bloc, and 
PRC arss and anno to support paramilitary ops. This 
has never been a mission of the three military services 
and they have no capability for this type of acquisition. 
(The principal CIA rep in these discussions with the 
BoD is Deputy Chief, SOG.) --------

h. The CIA inventory of 7.62 Soviet anno has 
been seriously depleted in ths past year and, for 
several months, Ainsley has been seeking to procure 
up to 4 million rounds through different sources 
without success. Each attempt to secure assao involves 
sons security risk.
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e. In viat of this fact, Morgan offered the opinion J 
that froa a logistical point of view it would be advantageous 
to purchase the entire 25 nilllon rounds frtm Davidson (at 
a cost he estimated to he in the range of $3,125,000.00). 
This would provide the Agency with a five-year supply and 
eliainate the necessity for Ainsley running the security 
gauntlet every few nonths to replenish the Inventory.

d. Bevertbeless, because of Davidson's unsavory 
reputation and his elose connection with eolusnist Jack 
Anderson, it was generally agreed that hiu utilisation 
would be risky in the estrone.

2, Alnsley vuggeated that we run the preblss by his 
Wlch^a! Kalanick, Chief, Office of Logistics. Accordingly we net with 
Kalanick and his Deputy, Jases McDonald. After a thorough rehash of the 
natter, it was agreed that:

s. Morgan will confer with SOO and detersine 
the feasibility of. taking the entire 25 nil Hon rounds.

b. Ainsley and Morgan will check with their 
lagitinate ares dealers and see if any of then have 
ever heard of Davidson. If so, one of them will 
approach hin and ask (innocently) if he knows of 
any 7.62 asao available.

e. There is also a possibility that one of ..
Alaslay's regular contacts night have sons idea as 
to oho Davidson's source is. In that case the source 
will be approached directly and Davidson will be cut _>■_ j
out of the patten.

d. DCD will instruct the Washington Field Office 
to tell Davidson that there is no CIA Interest in this 
acquisition and bow out of this affair.

Ca&ax, ronaax section
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